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Statutory Authority

ORS 656.262(4)(b) states that if a self-insured employer 
pays to an injured worker who becomes disabled the 
same wage at the same pay interval that the worker 
received at the time of injury, such payment shall be 
deemed timely payment of temporary disability 
payments . . .



Administrative Rule
OAR 436-060-0025(2) states that a self-insured employer may 
continue to pay the same wage at the same pay interval that the 
worker received at the time of injury. . . and if the self-insured 
employer continues to pay wages in place of temporary disability 
benefits under this section:
• Normal deductions must be withheld;
• Claim must be classified as disabling;

Subsection 2(a) states “the employer may continue the same wage 
with normal deductions withheld (e.g. taxes, medical, and other 
voluntary deductions).”

QUERY:  What is a “voluntary deduction”?



Pay Continuation Can Take Many Forms

• Continue to directly pay regular salary (w/or w/out overtime 
and incentive pay) to injured employee and not pay any time 
loss

• Pay time loss and regular salary (w/or w/out overtime and 
incentive pay) but employee signs over time loss check to 
employer

• Pay time loss but supplement with check from employer to 
make up difference so that employee ends up with “regular 
wage”

• Pay salary at an average weekly wage rate and not pay time 
loss

QUERY:  What form does your employer have?



• Regular “same wage” pay
• PERS contributions
• PERS time eligibility
• Seniority considerations
• Accrual accumulation (sick, vacation, others)
• Eliminates need to deal with claims examiner on time loss 

issues
• Protects from low average weekly wage rates
• Higher wage earners not subject to maximum time loss 

rates

Employee Gains from Pay Continuation



“Same wage” may exclude certain types of pay  not included in 
or associated with “straight time pay”. For example:

• Overtime
• Bonus pay
• Incentive/productivity pay
• Hazardous duty pay supplements 

QUERY:  What if “regular” wage > than AWW?  

Employee Losses from Pay Continuation



At Washington County in 2014, after paying on over 600 claims in the last 
decade, a couple of employees took issue with “same wage” being less than 
average weekly wage.

An attorney requested a hearing alleging such pay continuation was an 
improper payment of time loss.

WA County presented that attorney with rules/collective bargaining agreement 
theory and pointed out that the voluntary trade-off for employees was 
continued seniority and PERS contributions in return for not using an average 
weekly wage calculation to ID “same wage.”  Attorney conferred with 
clients/union and withdrew the requests for hearing.  

No further concerns have been raised since that time.   

Why Would Your Employee Question Your 
Pay Continuation



• Because neither “same wage”, nor “voluntary 
deductions” are defined, the possibility of an employer 
being found by the courts to have underpaid the “same 
wage” to an employee is real.

• Where an employer is found to have underpaid the 
“same wage,” back time loss would be due, including 
penalties and attorney fees for lack of timely payments.

• The wrongly calculated “same wage” may not be allowed 
to be an offset against the time loss due, but rather be 
found to be a gratuitous payment of compensation.

Risks to Employers



• Is pay continuation a good fit for your organization?

• Be sure the language you include in collective bargaining 
agreements achieves the vision and mission of your pay 
continuation program.

• Be careful about resources  you use to craft collective 
bargaining agreement language and provide interpretive 
documents.

Lessons Learned
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